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Speakers

Vimal Mahendru
Chair, SyC LVDC
Mr Mahendru is the President of LegrandIndia. An engineer with 30 years’ experience
in manufacturing, supply chain, finance and
international business, Mr Mahendru is a
prominent member of the Indian electrical
equipment industry and was President of the
industry association, IEEMA in 2010-2011.
Since January 2015, Mr Mahendru is a
member of the IEC Standardization
Management Board (SMB). Simultaneously,
he is the Chair of the IEC SyC LVDC (Low
Voltage Direct Current and Low Voltage Direct
Current for Electricity Access) and is also IEC
Ambassador

Jacques Peronnet

Chair, IEC TC64
He has been working since more than 30 years
in the Energy Sector and has built a
comprehensive experience from energy
generation up to end use thanks to various
positions in Schneider Electric.
He is very active in standardization at IEC
level: chairman of IEC TC64 covering LV
electrical installations and protection against
electric shock, active member of the IEC
ACEE, expert in the IEC SyC LVDC (System
committee on LVDC current).

Harry Stokman
Co-convenor, IEC SyC LVDC WG2
He has been a DC entrepreneur since 1988. He is a globally
recognized specialist in DC on the following topics: Control,
Distribution, System Grounding, Corrosion, Protection, power
electronics and High Current systems. He is very active in
standardization bodies. He is the Convener of Dutch TC64
NEN1010 WG DC. He is member of SyC LVDC ,TC 8, TC13
TC 64 and TC121 and active in may working groups.

Tero Kaipia

Co-convenor, IEC SyC LVDC WG2
Tero Kaipia is a DC entrepreneur with over 15 years of
experience in LVDC systems, in particular, for public power
distribution. He is one of the founding partners of Zero Hertz
Systems Ltd and currently holds the position of Managing
Director in the company. He has been involved in the LVDC
standardization development for more than a decade and is a
member of IEC TC8, SyC LVDC, SyC Smart Energy, and
CLC TC 8X, SR 123 and SEG-CG, and their Finnish mirror
committees.

SyC LVDC & LVDC for Electricity Access
Standardization in the field of Low Voltage Direct Current
(hereinafter referred to as LVDC) in order to provide systems
level standardization, coordination and guidance in the
areas of LVDC and LVDC for Electricity Access.
To widely consult within the IEC community and the broader
stakeholder community to provide overall systems level
value, support and guidance to the TCs and other standards
development groups, both inside and outside the IEC.
To bring urgency to development of standards for Electricity
Access enabling inclusive development of all communities.

JWG9
LVDC distribution
(Managed by TC
8)

WG3
Parameters for
protection and
safety in DC

AhG5
Marketing work of
the SyC LVDC

WG2
Use-cases for
public LVDC
distribution

AhG6
Organizing
Committee
World DC Summit

WG1
LVDC publications
for Electricity
Access

SyC
LVDC

AhG2
DC Data Centres
and Industrial
Automation

CAG
Chair’s Advisory
Group

SyC LVDC
Open Forum (OF1)

700+ members

For more information; lvdc | IEC

Why LVDC, and why now?
AC and DC coexist

AC dominates

Small power plants

Large power plants

Coal, oil, wood fuel

Coal, oil, nuclear fuel

1890s~

1950s~

Novelty, elitist

Mainstream, important

Environment & energy
efficiency; non-issues

Environment & energy
efficiency; non-issues

Tech drivers: AC, DC
innovation, replacing smoky
lighting

Tech drivers: AC systems, high
power loads, GLS lighting,
electric motors

AC challenged
Small local power plants
Coal, oil, gas, wood, hydro,
Solar

2000s~

Essential necessity
Environment & energy
efficiency; Global agenda
Tech drivers: Electronics,
solar PV, batteries, LED
lighting, Energy efficiency,

Tero Kaipia

Background:

The war of currents is not over!

1870s – 1880s
Dawn of electricity
distribution
−

”Edisonian” DC systems
dominate!

Late

−
−
−

AC systems dominate!
Cities widely electrified
DC coexist as an
outmoded niche solution

century
Early 20th century
1890s
A Challenger emerges
−
−
−

19th

By 1930s
The first battle is over

3~AC proves its supreme
controllability and
effectiveness
Wider-scale power
distribution becomes
possible
War of currents is declared!
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20th

Late 1990s – early 2000s
Return of the old rival
−
−

Modern power electronics
enables DC systems with
supreme controllability
Growing sift to DC-based
production and consumption

Mid
century
Late
1950s – 1960s
Wide-scale expansion and
centralisation
−
−
−

2020s –

First wide-scale rebuild and
expansion of distribution
networks as pure AC systems
Old DC systems largely
decommissioned
DC remains in specific
applications

20th

DC?
FUTURE

century
century
2010s –
Era of decentralisation and
growing electricity dependence

−
−
−

21st

BACK
to

Second wide-scale rebuild in
progress
Pure AC distribution challenged,
hybrid networks emerge
AC and DC coexist again, but now
AC appears outmoded!

The rematch is on!

What is public LVDC distribution?
1)

2)
3)
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utilising DC voltage with nominal / rated
value of ≤1500 V, characterised by

−
−

time-invariant polarity and
low ripple amplitude (traditionally <10%),

enabling power exchange across and
beyond private property boundaries,
and
for the purpose of providing power or
network service to several subscribers
on a contractual basis

ELV

Electricity distribution

LVDC

0 120

HV
1500
Rated voltage [V]

What is public LVDC distribution?
Property
boundary

Examples:
• Common utility distribution
networks
• Independent distribution
networks for sharing local energy
resources (energy communities)
• Distribution networks for the
purpose of providing EV charging
or other similar power supply
service in public space
• Etc.
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Public space

MV

DC

Optional
interconnection

DC

Private space

Wider grid

Private space

Public LVDC
distribution

DC

Private space

DC

DC
DC

DC
DC

DC

Private space

SyC LVDC WG2: Use Case Collection
Online surveys
Open for everyone wanting to contribute in LVDC
standards development!

See www.iec.ch/lvdc for further information

Please share your information on use cases and
13
technical implementations!

Harry Stokman

Background:

Challenges of public distribution
in densely populated areas
• Changes in the network will go very fast
− Renewables
− Electric mobility
− Electric cooking (removing gas)

• A smart solution is needed, upgrading existing networks
is undoable
• Upgrading networks have a huge impact in cities

15

1)Statistics

of Finnish Energy Authority for year 2019

How
Why

LVDC?

• Expanding the
system by a
second grid
where the new
applications are
connected
• Keep the existing
investment
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Why LVDC distribution?

Examples of use cases
Business cases
1) Distribution
network asset
management
2) Service quality
improvement
3) Expansion of
system operator
business
17

Business use cases

System use cases

• Limited modifications of the
existing system

• Isolation problem areas

• Fast response and acting to
dedicated areas in the
network
• Possible solutions to
regulation
• Can be more economical to
the overall system.
• Avoiding grid code
discussions that are different
per region. By redefining a
common new DC interface

• Increasing capacity of low
voltage networks with
conversion to LVDC
• Create compatibly for V2G
• Building LVDC microgrid
cells into distribution
networks

System structure
LVAC Distribution (classic grid)
interface

interface

Wider
system

Wider
system

LVDC Distribution (smart grid)
DC

DC
DC

Homes

interface

DC

interface

Application
• EV Bidirectional charging
• Public lighting
• Power to 5G
• Local Storage
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DC

interface

Application
• Local energy generation

Summary:

High-level use case description
Name of use case: Public LVDC power distribution in densely populated areas
Author / Country of origin: DC Systems Ltd / Netherlands
Short narrative:

• Traditionally, network operators are increasing network capacity by expanding
existing networks with more or heavier cables and transformers and heavier
connections.
• The question is: is can be smarter to incorporate new technical developments?
• A second network that offers extra capacity in addition to the existing network.
• The second grid uses direct current instead of alternating steam because solar panels
produce direct current and use electric cars and bicycles, 5G installations, adjustable
lampposts and electric heat pumps direct current.
• This system therefore does not require large 'real-time' IT systems such as 'smartgrid' technologies. This makes the system less dependent on 'real time' internet,
telecommunication and it is easier to consider privacy.
19

Tero Kaipia

Background:

Challenges of public distribution
in sparsely populated areas
• Long and aging overhead line networks in harsh
environmental conditions
• Security of supply problems caused by weather
phenomena (e.g. snow and storms)
• Continued depopulation and, in particular, declining
round-the-year habitation
• Changing load behaviour: load profiles are becoming
more peaky, coincidence and nonlinearity increase
• Maintaining profitability of distribution business without
exceeding socially acceptable distribution fees
21

1)Statistics

Sparsely populated areas:

In average ~250 meters of
network per customer(1

of Finnish Energy Authority for year 2019

How
Why

LVDC?

Secondary substation (20/0,4 kV)

”5” Number of customers
2

2

3

1

3
1

1

2
6

1

2

4
An example of a MV feeder at sparsely
populated
area
4

• By replacing old structures
with LVDC ones
• By converting existing
LVAC networks to LVDC use
• Old distribution networks need
renovation  age, performance, condition…
• Renewal without development
is not an option  modern requirements…
• Total cost-effectiveness is
©
essential  profitability and social pressures…
• LVDC is able to answer
1. Capacity-cost ratio
to the needs due to its… 2. Controllability and manageability
20 kV

5

1

2

4

5

110/20 kV

8

3

1

2

2

3

7
3

Replace with LVDC
network / microgrid

2

2

13
6
11
9

7

0 1

1

4

5

7

6

2

5

6

4

10
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2

3

1
10 km

Why LVDC distribution?

Examples of use cases
Business cases
1) Distribution
network asset
management
2) Service quality
improvement
3) Expansion of
system operator
business
23

Business use cases

System use cases

• Cost-effective renovation of
tail ends of distribution
networks

• Replacing low-loaded MV
branch lines with LVDC
networks

• Deferral or avoidance of
wider-scale network
investments

• Increasing capacity of low
voltage networks with
conversion to LVDC

• Avoidance of sanctions for
• Ensuring voltage quality and
non-compliance with security
supporting wider-grid by
of supply requirements
utilising controllability of
interface converters
• Providing operator services
for local microgrids of energy • Building LVDC microgrid
communities
cells into distribution
networks

System structure and key requirements
Optional indirect
battery connection

DC customer’s point of connection can
be either side of an interface converter

Private installation

Does not require changes
to existing customer-end
installations

DC
DC

Customer-end
inverter unit

Rectifying substation
LVDC ±750 / 1500 V (+10% / -15%)

AC
DC

IT

Optional direct
battery connection

Can provide ancillary
services for the wider grid
Interface allows
bidirectional power flow

LVAC (usually 3~, 230 / 400 V)

DC
AC

2L + PE
IT

TN-C

Short-circuit
current capable

Transmission
capacity is maximised

Private installation

TN-S

Customer-end voltage
quality is fully controlled

Interface allows
bidirectional power flow

©

 Level of electrical safety is at least the same with pure AC installations
 Equipment is robust and reliable and do not require extra maintenance compared to AC
 Equipment operation is not dependent on external control and communication
24

 System integrates seamlessly with existing SCADA and other management systems

Summary:

High-level use case description
Name of use case: Public LVDC power distribution in sparsely populated areas
Author / Country of origin: Zero Hertz Systems Oy Ab Ltd / Finland
Short narrative:

• Distribution System Operators (DSOs) are facing serious challenges due to the
need to renovate and modernise their rural distribution networks
• Utilising LVDC has been recognised as a viable option to pure AC networks

− By reconstruction: Replacement of the old AC network structures with new LVDC ones
− By transformation: Converting existing good-condition AC networks to LVDC ones

• LVDC technology allows the DSOs to:

− Focus their resources more effectively
− Reduce the overall renovation and operating costs of the networks
− Improve the service quality and futureproof the networks

• The use case requires high-transmission-capacity LVDC networks and inherent
readiness for microgrid operation
25

Jacques Peronnet

Safety in LVDC installation is already
addressed by IEC TC64
IEC TC64 scope: To prepare international standards
•

concerning protection against
electric shock arising from
equipment, from installations and
from systems without limit of
voltage,

• for the design, erection foreseeable
correct use and verification of all
kind of electrical installations at
supply voltage up to 1000V AC or
1500V DC, except those covered by TC 9, TC
18, TC 44, TC 97, TC99
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From an AC world
To an AC and DC world

14
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•

Few standards address LVDC for historical
reasons:
−

Installations are suppled by AC networks

−

Except in railways and some specific
applications, usage of DC was very limited
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•

DC grid, usage of batteries, PV supplies,
implies that part of installations is
nowadays in DC

•

to address main issues to be covered by
standardization for having the same
level of safety for LVDC than for LVAC

SyC LVDC is key for promoting DC in
relevant standards
• Provides use-cases describing
architecture and usage of LVDC
installations and a roadmap

SyC LVDC

TCa

TCx

TCb

TCf
TCc
TCd
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TCe

• Gives the system vision to help TCs
to develop the product & installation
standards
• ease the communication with and
between TCs

TC64 already covers LVDC, but
improvements are needed
• For protection against electric shock in DC, TC64 MT4 works with doctors in
medicine to improve the knowledge with experimentations
• For LV electrical installation, IEC 60364 gives the main principles for the safety in
DC and product committees are drafting new standards for DC protective
devices such as RCD, SPD
• TC64 JWG44 in charge of prosumer’s installation is working to introduce in IEC
60364 new requirements for the design and erection of DC LV installations
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Having the same level of safety for LVDC
than for LVAC
• SyC LVDC is drafting documents helping TCs to coordinate
actions to take into consideration new usages or new way to use
electricity, for the development of DC product standards
• TC64 is updating its standards for Protection against
− electric shock:
DC RCD, preventing the effect of corrosion
− thermal effects: preventing the risk of fire
− overcurrent:
improving the calculation of short circuit
− voltage variations: DC SPD
to make LV electrical installation safe whatever the type of
current is used.
31

Please use the Q&A
function for questions
Recording of webinar,
presentation and
answered Q&A available
next week on
www.iec.ch/academy/we
binars

IEC Academy Webinar

March 24, 2021

Thank you

For more Info
IEC LVDC Zone (www.iec.ch/LVDC)
includes content from past conferences
downloads area (brochures, mnemonic, public content)
IEC LVDC Open Forum
IEC LVDC
The LVDC Technology Paper:
LVDC: electricity for the 21st century
LVDC TEDx Talk: Direct Current, Electricity in the 21st Century, for all | TED Talk
Free webinars on https://www.iec.ch/academy/webinars

For more information:
SyC LVDC WG2:
Use-cases for public LVDC distribution
Scope:
Utilisation of LVDC systems for public power distribution

Objective:
Compilation and articulation of the reference use cases for public LVDC
distribution

Tasks:

1) Collect information on use cases and technical system specifications
2) Determine reference use cases and related system architectures

36

3) Prioritise standardisation needs

Summary:

High-level use case description
Name of use case: Public LVDC power distribution in densly populated areas
Author / Country of origin: DC Systems Ltd / Netherlands
Short narrative:
•

Traditionally, network operators are increasing network capacity by expanding existing networks with more or heavier
cables and transformers and heavier connections. The conventional preconditions regarding quality and security of supply
are also laid down in regulations. The question is: should we continue to do what we always did, or could we produce
something that is smarter, taking account of current and future customer demand and technical developments?

•

A second network that offers extra capacity in addition to the existing network. Solar panels (or sun pans) and heat pumps
from various houses are connected to this grid on top of the roofs. Down in the street, on the same cable, there are
connections for charging stations for electric cars and bicycles, 5G transmitters, utility functions such as pumps and refuse
containers, and lampposts. The existing network will continue to do what it is good at: providing a reliable and efficient
electricity supply.

•

The second grid uses direct current instead of alternating steam because solar panels produce direct current and use
electric cars and bicycles, 5G installations, adjustable lampposts and electric heat pumps direct current. The current
situation where solar energy must be converted to alternating current and then back to direct current for charging car
batteries is thus prevented.

•

This system therefore does not require large 'real-time' IT systems such as 'smart-grid' technologies. This makes the
system less dependent on 'real time' internet, telecommunication and it is easier to consider privacy.

By connecting the direct current network in the district station to the existing electricity grid, a connection is established
with the national and European electricity market. In this way, a low electricity price is also gained locally if the wind
37 turbines at sea produce full. And the car batteries and solar cells can help if there are shortages, and the electricity price
rises.
•

Summary:

High-level use case description
Name of use case: Public LVDC power distribution in sparsely populated areas
Author / Country of origin: Zero Hertz Systems Oy Ab Ltd / Finland
Short narrative:
• Distribution System Operators (DSOs) face serious challenges due to the need to modernise their rural
distribution networks, which are characterised by long transmission distances and low customer density.
• Utilisation of LVDC distribution networks with a rated voltage of 1500 V has been recognised as a viable
alternative to conventional medium and low voltage AC network technologies in the modern Smart Grid
environment.
• Renovating the lowest customer density tail ends of the networks by building small local LVDC networks /
microgrid cells, usually not serving more than 20 customers, allows the DSOs to delay or even avoid costly
investments on a larger scale, which would otherwise be needed to serve a handful of customers, and
simultaneously improve the service quality and futureproof the network.
• In practice, an LVDC network is implemented either by rebuilding a tail section of a network so that a new
LVDC network replaces at least a part of a medium voltage (MV) branch line and the LVAC (≤1 kV) networks
supplied by it, or if applicable by converting the existing power lines for LVDC use. These two basic
implementations are often used side-by-side in the same installations.
• The use case requires high-capacity LVDC networks, i.e. the utilisation of the maximum rated operating
voltage of 1500 V, and readiness to microgrid operation.
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